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The Global Elite’s Population Cull
By Terence A. Smart

England’s Prince Philip, the Duke of Edinburgh (Global Elite), may have revealed the
Views of the global elite when in 1981 he told People magazine,
“Human population growth is probably the single most serious long-term threat to survival. We’re in for a
major disaster if it isn’t curbed—not just for the natural world, but for the human world. The more people
there are, the more resources they’ll consume, the more pollution they’ll create, the more fighting they will
do. We have no option. If it isn’t controlled voluntarily, it will be controlled involuntarily by an increase in
disease, starvation and war.”
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Introduction
The United States government-as well as some other major governments of the world-is under the total
domination and control of the Illuminati (architects of the so-called New World Order). The Global Elites
plan is to reduce the global population by 4 billion (some say to 500 million) people before the year 2050.
The amazing thing about the Illuminati is that they place all their terrible plans right out in the open for
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everyone to see, because this de-population agenda was laid out in the Global 2000 report assembled by
President Carter’s administration in the late 1970’s.
You see we are a bit of a pain to the Elite because the resources of the Earth are quickly being depleted by
the consumers of the Earth, (that’s us) and we are multiplying at alarming rates. So they decided quite
some time ago that they are going to do something about us ‘useless eaters’ as Rothschild stooge Henry
Kissinger calls us.
So the Global Elites agenda was to bring about the destruction of us ‘useless eaters’ through famine,
disease (AIDS, swine flu), biological warfare, chemicals, genetically modified organisms (GMOs), food
additives (aspartame), tainted water (fluoride), drugs, vaccinations (mercury), polluted toxic air
(Chemtrails), pesticides, pharmaceutical drugs and radiation (cell phones, smart meters, 5G, microwaves).
All the above poison and weaken the immune system which leaves the body open to disease (i.e. cancer)
and death as you will now read in the pages in this book.
The Global Elite have then used its stranglehold on the Food and Drugs Administration, American Medical
Association and the Pharmaceutical companies to suppress any cures for cancer that would remove the
profits from their chemotherapy and radiation poisoning.
If all else fails in the population agenda the nuclear option is on the table for them:
“There are only two ways of preventing a world with 10 billion inhabitants. Either the birth rate drops or the
death rate will rise. There is no other way. ”There are, of course, many ways to make the death rate
increase. In the thermonuclear age war can take care of this very quickly and in a definite way. Famine and
disease are the oldest.” Robert McNamara, former U.S. Secretary of defence and former president of the
World Bank.
“One of our primary goals has been to put an end to population growth. Moreover, we had to decrease
world population numbers dramatically. In order to do this, we needed methods that could kill large
numbers of people in a very short time. We have financed top-secret research projects for the production of
deadly viruses. Some experiments have failed but others have yielded results.” Signore Massini,
Freemason, Bilderberg Group.

The Illuminati Commandments
The Globalist or Illuminati have their own commandments and they are etched in granite in Elbert County,
Georgia, USA. Here stands a granite monument engraved in eight different languages on four giant stones
with 10 commandments or guides.
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The languages that the ’10 Guidelines’ (or commandments) have been translated to are the following…
English, Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Hebrew, Arabic, Swahili, Hindi. So that includes most of the people in
this world. It also includes short excerpts and phrases from many ancient languages such as Classical
Greek, Babylonian Cuneiform, Egyptian Hieroglyphics and Sanskrit.
The origin of that strange monument is shrouded in mystery because no one knows the true identity of the
man, or men, who commissioned its construction. All that is known for certain is that in June 1979, a welldressed, articulate stranger visited the office of the Elberton Granite Finishing Company and announced
that he wanted to build an edifice to transmit a message to mankind. He identified himself as R. C.
Christian, but it soon became apparent that was not his real name. He said that he represented a group of
men who wanted to offer direction to humanity, but no one knows who R. C. Christian really was, or the
names of those he represented.
The message of the Georgia Guidestones.
1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 (500 million) in perpetual balance with nature.
2. Guide reproduction wisely - improving fitness and diversity.
3. Unite humanity with a living new language.
4. Rule passion - faith - tradition - and all things with tempered reason.
5. Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts.
6. Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court.
7. Avoid petty laws and useless officials.
8. Balance personal rights with social duties.
9. Prize truth - beauty - love - seeking harmony with the infinite.
10. Be not a cancer on the earth - Leave room for nature.
Firstly guide number one requires the removal or extermination of about 6.5 billion people, if the current
world population is about 7 billion. This is some satanic wish list, how will they kill 6 billion? Obviously
guide no. 2 ‘Guide reproduction wisely’ means birth control, abortion or people only allowed one child
which would be the same policy as China. Or could number 2 possibly mean only the Elite will be allowed
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to reproduce. Number 6 on the list is a pointer to a world government. Guide number 9 suggests we
Seek ‘harmony with the infinite’, but who is there version of the infinite, could that be Lucifer. Guide
number 3 says unite humanity with a living language and that would be the ‘New World Order’ the one
world government. Guide number 10 aligns itself with Agenda 21 (more of that later) which states people
will not be allowed to live in the wilderness. We will be herded into high rise apartments in large cities.
The Guidestones also serve as an astronomical calendar, and every day at noon the sun shines through a
narrow hole in the structure and illuminates the day’s date on an engraving. The Guidestones continue to
be a point of controversy and many people believe them to be the work of Satanists or the New World
Order purveyors ‘the Illuminati’.

The Cancer Fraud
“From 1920 to the present time, we have made little progress in the treatment of adult cancers. So, a
person who gets prostate cancer or breast cancer today will live as long as a person who got it in 1920.”
(Charles B. Simone, M.MS., M.D., Founder, Simone Protective Cancer Center)
“Why are people terrified when they hear the word cancer? Because they know it [conventional cancer
treatment] doesn’t work.” (Dr. Julian Whitaker, M.D. Founder, Whitaker Wellness Institute)
“To the cancer establishment, a cancer patient is a profit centre. The actual clinical and scientific evidence
does not support the claims of the cancer industry. Conventional cancer treatments are in place as the law
of the land because they pay, not heal, the best. Decades of the politics-of-cancer-as-usual have kept you
from knowing this, and will continue to do so unless you wake up to their reality.” John Diamond, M.D.
“Everyone should know that most cancer research is largely a fraud and that the National Cancer Institute
and the American Cancer Society are derelict in their duties to the people who support them.” (Dr. Linus
Pauling 1986, Nobel Laureate)

The Global Elites Cancer Control
The Global Elite or Cabal (Rothschild, Rockefeller organisations) control all sides in the medical\cancer
networks – the WHO (World Health Organisation), which they created from the start, the public protection
agencies like the US Food and Drug Administration (USFDA), American Cancer Research and the American
Medical Association; the Pharmaceutical cartel and the doctors’ organizations. With the ownership of the
media they completely control the health\cancer industry.
The Illuminati\Globalist Elite families are seeking to instigate the mass-cull of the population – by
dismantling the body’s immune system – the natural defence against disease. The immune system is
weakened and attacked by food, drink additives, chemical farming, pharmaceutical drugs, Chemtrails,
vaccinations, electromagnetic and microwave technology etc. What destroys the immune system even
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quicker and better? Chemotherapy and radiation. These are poisons designed to kill cells, even healthy
cells and this is the cutting edge mainstream cancer treatment and has been for 60 years.
There was a meeting of paediatricians and students which took place on the 20th March 1969 at the
Pittsburgh Paediatric Society and one of the speakers was Dr Richard Day(Rothschild Zionist), an eminent
professor and physician, and Medical Director of the organisation ‘Planned Parenthood’. Planned
Parenthood’ was established in 1921 (then under the name of the ‘American Birth Control League’) in the
United States by Margaret Sanger, a proponent of birth control, and a member of the American Eugenics
Society. The Rockefeller Foundation (a family known to be part of the globalist elite) has funded ‘Planned
Parenthood’ since its inception in 1921. During the meeting in Pittsburgh, Dr Day touched on the subject
of cancer, and what he relayed to his audience shocked them.
Dr Day said “We can cure almost every cancer right now [1969]. Information is on file in the Rockefeller
Institute, if it’s ever decided that it should be released.” Dr Day continued “But consider – if people stop
dying of cancer, how rapidly we would become overpopulated. You may as well die of cancer as
something else”. He continued, “The plan was to control and cull the population through medicine, food,
new-laboratory made diseases and the suppression of a cure for cancer.” Dr. Day said in the lecture that
he would be in real trouble if this information got out.
“Teaching school sex education would lead to more pregnancies but this would not be a problem, tax
payers money would be given for abortions and homosexuality would be made legal and encouraged
and promiscuous sex would be encouraged to break down family values as part of the depopulation
agenda” “Pornography, violence and obscenity on TV and in movies will be increased. People will be
desensitized to violence and porn and made to feel life is short, precarious and brutish. Music will "get
worse" and will be used for indoctrination”. Dr Richard Day 1969.
The Global Elite families want people to suffer and die earlier than necessary as a way of culling the
population. This is why when anyone outside the Big Pharma cabal discovers an effective way of treating
cancer they are immediately targeted by the medical establishment and government agencies.

Global Elites Control of Big Pharma
The Global-Elites controlled Big Pharmaceutical industry makes billions of dollars a year from vaccines and
drugs for chemotherapy. It is a known fact that the Rothschild Zionist Empire controls the Federal Reserve
in America as well as the Bank of England, IMF (International Monetary Fund), BIS (Bank for International
Settlements), European Central Bank and most banks in the western world. This Rothschild Zionist Empire
has used this control of the banks to create nearly every war over the past 150 years as well as events of
gigantic proportions like 9/11 (details of this are in my other book) and the Global Warming scam. So this
empire has slaughtered millions and millions of people throughout the decades so do you really think that
there control of the pharmaceutical industry is for the benefit of the human race or is it for our demise?
“We mostly control this money, but our real influence consists of the huge debts we basically force upon all
governments in order to deal with the economy, and therefore in the social field — in the way we like it.
This is basically the main target for which we founded two high financial structures in the world: the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). But the strongest stroke which made our greatest success
was getting the USA into debt so that they completely fall under the financial politics we arrange, this is
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how we control the economic world and we direct it where we please ”, Signore Massini, Freemason,
Bilderberg Group.

Let us look at the links between the Rothschild’s banks and the Pharmaceutical companies.
Most Americans believe the Federal Reserve is owned by the government. It is not. It is a cabal of private
banks created and controlled by Rothschild’s. These are some of the major Rothschild banks that own the
Federal Reserve: Bank of America; JPMorgan Chase; Wells Fargo and Wachovia; Citibank; PNC Bank; Bank
of New York Mellon; US Bank; HSBC Bank; Goldman Sachs. Other families who own the Federal Reserve
include Rockefeller, Kuhn Loeb, Lehman, Goldman Sachs, Warburg, Lazard and Israel Moses Seif. The
Federal Reserve controls the printing of America’s currency, and then charges the US government interest
on those loans. The interest is growing each year (20 trillion), making it difficult if not impossible for the
American government to pay it. How do American’s pay this interest? By the US Personal Income Tax. This
tax goes to the Rothschild family. American’s did not pay income tax until 1913, the year the Fed was
illegally created on Jekyll Island. People might then ask why the U.S government doesn’t print its own
money to run the country instead of borrowing from these private bankers and then being forced to pay
them interest. Two presidents (Abraham Lincoln and John F. Kennedy) have tried to remove the Federal
Reserves or the Private Banks hold on the American Government but they were assassinated for it. Hitler
and Germany was also targeted for destruction in the 1930’s because Hitler removed the Rothschild
(Jewish) central banks from Germany and that’s why the German economy flourished after their removal
(more of this is in my first book).
These same banking families also own the major oil companies: Exxon Mobil, Chevron Texaco, BP Amoco
and Royal Dutch/Shell. These oil companies then reaped the rewards by taking over the oil reserves in
Afghanistan and Iraq after Rothschild’s intelligent agencies (Mossad, CIA, and FBI) had instigated 9/11 to
bring about the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. If you think Bill Gates ($70 Billion) is the richest person in the
world then you need to think again, that’s just loose change for the Rothschild’s. It is difficult to estimate
exactly how much the Rothschild Family are worth. Higher estimates have placed it in the region of $100
trillion USD, making them by far the wealthiest family on Earth.
Novartis International AG is a Swiss multinational pharmaceutical company based in Basel, Switzerland,
ranking number one in sales (57.9 billion US$). Novartis owns 33.3% of Roche. Roche is one of the top
sellers of Oncology (cancer) drugs. Among its products Novartis produces vaccines and Chemotherapy
drugs.
Wells Fargo & Company (Federal Reserve) is an American international banking and financial services
holding company. It is the third largest bank in the U.S. In February 2014, Wells Fargo was named the
world's most valuable bank brand for the second year running. Wells Fargo & Company owns over 7
million shares in Novartis as does Bank of America.
Dodge & Cox has by far and away the most shares in Novartis with over 40 million shares. But who has the
most shares in Dodge & Cox? It is the same companies again. Bank of America has most shares in Dodge &
Cox with 5 million, Wells Fargo & Co 3.7 million, Goldman Sachs 3.5 million, Bank of New York Mellon 2.5
million shares. All of these banks are part of the Federal Reserve
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AstraZeneca is a British–Swedish multinational pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical company.
AstraZeneca acquired US Company, MedImmune for about $15.2 billion to gain flu vaccines and an antiviral treatment for infants. In 2015 AstraZeneca also acquired ZS Pharma for $2.7 billion. In fact
AstraZeneca has acquired over 15 other companies since it was formed in 1999. These companies make
huge profits from selling these vaccines to governments. As of 2008, David Brennan was paid $1,574,144
for his role as chief executive officer (AstraZeneca). AstraZeneca manufactures Crestor which is one of the
world's leading statins, with global sales of more than $5billion (£3.4billion). AstraZeneca made pre-tax
profits in 2015 of £3.07 billion.
The main shareholders in AstraZeneca are Wells Fargo & Company, JP Morgan Chase & Co, Dodge & Cox
and Bank of America. As you can see this is a recurring theme now.
Another pharmaceutical giant GlaxoSmithKline reported a 4 per cent rise in annual turnover to
£23.9billion. Profits jumped from £3billion in 2014 to £10.5billion in 2015. FMR LLC own over 20 million
shares in GlaxoSmithKline worth nearly 1 billion. Fidelity Management & Research Company (FMR) is a US
investment management company and has assets worth a whopping $2 trillion. Wells Fargo & Company
owns just over 11 million shares worth nearly $500 million in GlaxoSmithKline
Other companies who own shares in GlaxoSmithKline include Bank of New York Mellon, Bank of America
Corporation, Goldman Sachs group Inc., Royal Bank of Canada and JPMorgan Chase & co.
GlaxoSmithKline produces vaccines for HPV (Cervarix), Hepatitis A and B, diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, Flu,
among many others.
If you or your child suffers harm or death due to a vaccine, then you cannot sue the manufacturer of the
vaccine. You must sue the Government and try to obtain compensation from the Vaccine Injury
Compensation Trust Fund, which is funded by taxes paid on vaccines. The global elite have got laws passed
so that there pharmaceutical companies are not liable for vaccine injuries. We the tax payer have to pay
for the injuries our children receive from their vaccines made in the labs of companies such as
AstraZeneca, Novartis or GlaxoSmithKline.
Monsanto, the company behind genetically modified food is owned by various companies but the biggest
shareholder is the Vanguard group which consists of, yes you guessed, Bank of America, JP Morgan,
Citigroup, Wells Fargo, and Goldman Sachs etc. Also George Soros (Rothschild Zionist) own 500,000 shares
in Monsanto as does Bill Gates. George Soros is the man who “broke the Bank of England” on Black
Wednesday in 1992 and is one of the top thirty richest people in the world, and a political activist who is of
Hungarian-Jewish ancestry, holds dual citizenship in Hungary and the United States, and self-proclaims as a
philanthropist, while contributing massive funds to eugenics programs and population control through
toxic food and toxic vaccines. Soros also funds ($33 million) race hate groups (to stir up racial unrest across
America) such as the Ferguson protest movement, after the death of Michael Brown and BLM and Antifa.
Michael Brown was an unarmed 18-year-old black teenager shot dead by a white police officer on a street
in Ferguson, Missouri, August 2014. Soros has stated he was responsible for establishing a foundation in
the Ukraine that ultimately led to the overthrow of the country’s elected leader and the installation of a
puppet president handpicked by the US State Department, at the time headed by none other than Hillary
Clinton. This revolution in the Ukraine has led to the deaths of over 10,000 people and the displacement
of over 1.4 million people.
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As you can see this Rothschild Empire controls all the banks, oil companies and most of the
Pharmaceuticals companies but it goes much deeper than that because they also control the media and
governments in the western world. But going further into this subject is beyond the scope of this book but
other books cover this Rothschild\Illuminati control in more depth, books by men such as David Icke, Fritz
Springmeier, Jim Marrs, Henry Makow, John Coleman and Jordan Maxwell to name but a few.
In the pages ahead you will find a recurring theme, doctor’s or people come along and find a free, cheap
way of curing cancer with no side effects and then the global elite’s puppets (government, medical
associations, pharmaceutical companies, ACS, FDA) come along and shut down or force out of business or
even jail the people who are curing the masses from there cancer. Because they need the status quo
maintained were they make billions of profit every year by giving poison (chemotherapy) to cancer suffers
and because the global elite own the governments, big Pharma, the medical associations and the media
the masses of people are easily brainwashed in to believing that Chemotherapy and radiotherapy are the
only solution to cancer. That is the big lie. In fact they are many alternative cancer therapies which are far
better than orthodox treatments and they also have no side effects. Let’s look at some frightening
statistics to back this up.

Cancer Statistics
5 Billion Per year has been spent on Cancer Research in the USA alone since Richard Nixon declared war on
cancer in 1971. That is over 200 billion dollars and yet over 550,000 Americans die of cancer every year,
over 150,000 people in the UK die from cancer every year, worldwide the total deaths is about 7 million
each year. So in the past 40 years 20 million Americans have died of cancer. But why is this when the
American government has spent $200 billion on cancer research in the past 40 years. In the U.K, Cancer
Research’s income was £621m in 2015. This is a massive failure by any account and I would go as far as
saying it is fraud. It is duping the masses out of their money to line the pockets of the Elite and Big
Pharma.
The current path of drug company research will not lead to a cure for cancer (it has not in over 40 years)
but it will lead to all the research dollars going into the coffers of the pharmaceutical companies. Just think
of them sobering statistics when someone is holding out a tin for cancer research when you next visit your
local store and think where that money is going and for what purpose. The myriad of charities and
research institutions that make up the ‘cancer Industry’ exist only to support the profits of the criminal,
Elite-controlled pharmaceutical industries.
The American Cancer Society (3% cure rates) receives more money in contributions, every ten minutes,
than the Independent Cancer Research Foundation (ICRF) (90% cure rates) receives in a year!! That gives
you an idea of the power of the media to control the minds of the general public. Yet, after 60 years of
“looking for a cure for cancer,” the ACS still doesn’t have a clue what really causes cancer, much less how
to cure it.
Let’s look at the percent of cancer patients who live for 5 years after diagnosis. If you studied the
American traditional medicine “5-year survival” charts. The 5-year cure rate in America is 2.1%. In other
words, in five years after diagnosis, 97.9% of the cancer patients treated with traditional cancer
treatments, meaning those who trust the media and pharmaceutical industry, are dead.
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Let’s look at things another way in 1900 1 out of 24 Americans had cancer in their lifetime. Think about
that for a while. In the 1940s it was one out of every sixteen people. In the 1970s it was one person out of
ten. Today the cancer rate is 1 out of 2 for men and 1 out of 3 in women. According to the American
Cancer Society, Forty-one thousand (41,000) Americans (64 people per 100,000) died of cancer in 1900
(compared to 550,000 per year today). The conclusion is people were much healthier 100 years ago than
we are today. We lost the war on cancer a long time ago.
The fact is much of the food most of us eat today is not healthy for our bodies and does damage to our
internal cells and organs. Add to this fact we use far more chemicals in our household than we did back
then plus, we have been forced into mass inoculation programs over the past 60 years plus some of the
deadly additives put in our food such as aspartame, sorbitol, monosodium glutamate, fluoride in our water
and toothpaste, chemicals sprayed into our atmosphere (Chemtrails) and Genetically Modified Foods. It
then becomes clear why 1 in 3 people now get cancer.
The simple truth is that there are cures for cancer but we are not allowed to know about them.

Cancer Cures Suppressed
“There is not one, but many cures for cancer available. But they are all being systematically suppressed by
the ACS, the NCI and the major oncology centres. They have too much of an interest in the status quo."--Dr
Robert Atkins, M.D.
The pharmaceutical industry has a powerful hold on the entire medical system in the United States (and
the world), and they are not about to let alternative cancer therapies be established because they make
too much money from their orthodox poisonous treatments such as chemotherapy.
In the 1930s a remarkable scientist by the name of Dr. Raymond Rife was professionally discredited and
ruined for claiming to discover a cure for cancer and other diseases. Dr. Rife demonstrated the ability of
specific radio-wave frequencies to disrupt viral and bacterial cells. Cells and bacteria are susceptible to
disruption by radio frequencies and if the frequency is amplified the cell can be shattered and broken up.
A crude analogy to this effect is a glass shattering when a singer sounds a high note.

A Special Research Committee of the University of Southern California confirmed that Rife frequencies
were reversing many ailments, including cancer. In 1934 Rife opened a clinic and he isolated and
bombarded cancer cells with radio frequencies and he was successful in killing cancer cells on tests on over
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400 animals and within 3 months he cured 16 terminal cancer patients with his electronic Rife machine.
These so-called hopeless cases were signed off as clinically cured by a staff of medical doctors.
In 1956, Dr. James Gouche made the following declaration:
"I would like to make this historical record of the amazing scientific wonders regarding the efficacy of the
frequencies of the Royal R. Rife Frequency Instrument. In that period of time I saw many things and the one
that impressed me the most was a man who staggered onto a table, just on the last end of cancer; he was a
bag of bones. As he lay on the table, Dr. Rife and Dr. Johnson said, `Just feel that man's stomach.' So I put
my hand on the cavity where his stomach was underneath and it was just a cavity almost, because he was
so thin; his backbone and his belly were just about touching each other. I put my hand on his stomach
which was just one solid mass, just about what I could cover with my hand, somewhat like the shape of a
heart. It was absolutely solid! And I thought to myself, well, nothing can be done for that. However, they
gave him a treatment with the Rife frequencies and in the course of time over a period of six weeks to two
months, to my astonishment, he completely recovered”.
Independent physicians utilizing the equipment successfully treated as many as 40 people per day during
these years. In addition to curing cancer and other deadly diseases, degenerative conditions such as
cataracts were reversed. Rife had been able to determine the precise electrical frequency that destroyed
individual micro-organisms responsible for cancer, herpes, tuberculosis, and other illnesses. His work was
described in Science magazine, medical journals, and later the Smithsonian Institution's annual report.
It was not long before the secret elite got wind of these cures by Dr Rife and they realised this would wipe
out there pharmaceutical profits so they did what evil people would do and shut Dr Rife down.
Unfortunately, Rife's theories and treatments conflicted with orthodox methods. But that should not
matter as he was curing people without any side effects. His work was stopped and both the research and
the treatments were forced underground. The health authorities made false claims against him, his lab
was ransacked on several occasions and he was also harassed by health officials. One of these "authorities"
was Dr. Thomas Rivers of the Rockefeller Institute (again). Baseless and costly lawsuits were brought
against him resulting in his bankruptcy. The American Medical Association took him and his associates to
court and all doctors working Dr. Rife were told they would lose they licence if they used the Rife machine
again.
In the 1950s, John Crane, engineer, health researcher and inventor became Rife’s work colleague and
learned all of Rife’s secrets for curing cancer and together they invented better machines. Again the
medical authorities struck and Crane was jailed, equipment was smashed, and records were destroyed. Dr
Rife died an unhappy and broken man in 1971. God bless his work.
Now if all that cancer research money went into Dr Rife’s work I don’t think somehow that 7 million people
would be dying of cancer every year. But that’s what you get when evil people and corporations run the
world and the governments let them. Instead they pour all the cancer research money into a new drug
that can be patented and then sold for huge profits. It’s all about the money and not about helping people
or healing people.
This story just demonstrates how sad, pathetic and evil the elites who own the medical establishments and
pharmaceutical companies are and the governments who support them. Here we had a man (Dr Rife) who
was on the threshold of a cancer cure and if more money and research was poured into his work then they
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would possibly have been a lot less dying of cancer on this planet. Think of the many, many millions of
people who have died of cancer over the last 60 years and the suffering the families have went through
especially the suffering of the children and to think that many of those lives could have been saved.
For more information on Dr. Rife see the video below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PmmOxpSbZ2w

Dr. Ernest Krebs and the Apricot Cure
“A control for cancer is known, and it comes from nature, but it is not widely available to the public because
it cannot be patented, and therefore is not commercially attractive to the pharmaceutical industry.”
-G. Edward Griffin
Dr. Ernest Krebs was a biochemist in the early 1950s and his research led him to believe that cancer is
ultimately a metabolic reaction to a poor diet. Dr Krebs began studying the lifestyle habits of the Hunza
people who lived in the remote parts of Northern Pakistan. The late Sir Robert McCarrison believed that
the most important factor in restoring health is healthy nutrition and when he worked in India in the 1930s
he wrote about the Hunza people and how they enjoyed nearly perfect health and some of them lived
beyond the age of 120. He observed there seemed to be no evidence of diabetes, cancer, obesity, or heart
attacks among these people. Their diet was simple. According to McCarrison, it consisted of raw milk, the
occasional meat and broth, fresh grains and veggies. They ate very little sugar and their lifestyles as
nomads and herders meant they got plenty of vigorous exercise. One other thing they did eat in large
quantities was apricot seed kernels. Dr Krebbs research led him to believe that amygdalin could shrink or
eradicate cancer tumours. Amygdalin (vitamin B-17) is found in over 1000 plants but its highest
concentration is found in apricot seed kernels. Dr Krebbs created laetrile which is a concentrated form of
amygdalin which is extracted from the apricot kernels.
How does it cure the cancer? Vitamin B-17 is a molecule made up of four parts: 2 parts Glucose, 1 part
Benzaldahyde and 1 part Hydrogen Cyanide. Don’t worry about the cyanide as many foods such as bitter
almonds, millet, sprouts, lima beans, spinach and bamboo shoots actually have quantities of cyanide in
them, yet they are still safe to eat. Rhodanese is an enzyme found everywhere in the body except for
cancer cells. Beta-Glucosidase is an enzyme found only in and around cancer cells. The glucose delivers B17 to the cancer cells, but cancer cells do not have the enzyme Rhodanese to neutralize the cyanide.
Instead they have a unique enzyme called Beta-Glucosidase. This “unlocking enzyme”, found only in cancer
cells, releases the Benzaldahyde and Cyanide from the glucose and each other creating a targeted poison
that kills the cancer cell. It’s kind of like “natural chemo”.
Dr. Dean Burk, Director of the Cytochemistry Section of the federal government’s National Cancer Institute
reported that, in a series of tests on animal tissue, the (Laetrile) vitamin B-17 had no harmful effect on
normal cells, but was deadly to a cancer cell.
In another series of tests, Dr. Burk reported that Laetrile was responsible for prolonging the life of
cancerous rats eighty percent longer than those in the control group that were not inoculated.
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Dr. Burk was one of the foremost cancer specialists in the world. He was the recipient of the Gerhard
Domagk Award for Cancer Research.
For five years, between 1972 and 1977, Laetrile was meticulously tested at Sloan-Kettering under the
direction of Dr. Kanematsu Sugiura. “The results clearly show that Amygdalin significantly inhibits the
appearance of lung metastasis in mice bearing spontaneous mammary tumors and increases significantly
the inhibition of the growth of the primary tumors… Laetrile also seemed to prevent slightly the appearance
of new tumors” Dr Sugiura.
“After more than twenty years of such specialized work, I have found the nontoxic nitrilosides-that is
Laetrile-far superior to any other known cancer treatment or preventative. In my opinion, it is the only
existing possibility for the ultimate control of cancer.” Dr. Hans Nieper of West Germany, former Director
of the Department of Medicine at the Silbersee Hospital.
Manuel Navarro, M.D., of the Philippines is former Professor of Medicine and Surgery at the University of
Santo Tomas in Manila. He has been recognized internationally as a cancer researcher and has over one
hundred major scientific papers to his credit. In 1971 Dr Navarro wrote “I have specialized in oncology [the
study of tumours] for the past eighteen years. For the same number of years I have been using Laetrile–
amygdalin in the treatment of my cancer patients. During this eighteen year period I have treated a total of
over five hundred patients with Laetrile & amygdalin by various routes of administration, including the oral
and the I.V. The majority of my patients receiving Laetrile–amygdalin have been in a terminal state when
treatment with this material commenced.
It is my carefully considered clinical judgment, as a practicing oncologist and researcher in this field, that I
have obtained most significant and encouraging results with the use of Laetrile & amygdalin in the
treatment of terminal cancer patients, and that these results are comparable or superior to the results I
have obtained with the use of the more toxic standard cytotoxic agents”.
Despite the hard proof of its efficiency to cure and prevent cancer, the FDA (The Food and Drugs
Administration, USA) banned laetrile in 1971. This wasn’t a surprise because the discovery by Dr. Krebs
posed a serious financial scare to the Elite and there Cancer Industry profits.
Laetrile (i.e. amygdalin or Vitamin B17) therapy is one of the most popular and best known alternative
cancer treatments. It is very simple to use and is very effective if used in high enough doses and if the
product is of high quality and if it is combined with an effective cancer diet.
Most people take laetrile in the form of apricot kernels. In the middle of a peach or apricot is a hard shell. If
you break open the hard shell you will find a small seed/kernel in the middle. It is this seed that is rich in
natural laetrile. The highest form of concentration of B17 is in apricot seeds but other fruit seeds also have
B17 including cherry, apple, peach, nectarine, plum, pear & prune and contain good amounts of laetrile.
According to Dr. Krebs one apricot or peach per 10lbs of body weight is more than enough to be used as a
cancer preventive. So a 200lb man can eat 20 apricot seeds per day.
There has never been a verified case of anyone ever dying from eating apricot seeds.
In the book “World without cancer” written by Edward Griffin, he wrote about this discovery and he went
on to say how the cancer industry buried this information so as to preserve their 200 billion dollar profits.
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If you want more information about Laetrile (B17) then click on the link below.
https://www.cancertutor.com/laetrile

Dr. Kelley’s Cancer Cure
During the 1960s, a Texas dentist named William Donald Kelley discovered a way to cure his terminal
pancreatic cancer. He then went on to cure thousands of people from cancer until Big Pharma and the
medical associations shut him down. One of those patients included a woman diagnosed by DR. Kelley
with stage four pancreatic cancer who had been given six months to live. She'd learned about Kelley's
program through a local health food store. She completed his treatment and is still alive today, 29 years
later.
When Kelley was diagnosed with cancer his mother came to help and she threw out all his junk food, red
meats, and anything with sugar in and fed him fresh grains and fruit and vegetables and after 3 months he
was feeling better. This gave him the clue that diet was to help with cancer recovery. Although his cancer
was still there he did more research on pancreatic enzymes.
Pancreatic enzymes help break down fats, proteins and carbohydrates. A normally functioning pancreas
secretes about 8 cups of pancreatic juice into the duodenum, daily. This fluid contains pancreatic enzymes
to help with digestion and bicarbonate to neutralize stomach acid as it enters the small intestine.
He started to take large doses of pancreatic enzyme supplements. He then noticed his cancer cells were
diminishing but then he would start to feel sicker and this was because dead cancer cells were floating
around his system and he needed a way of flushing them out. This is where he came up with the idea of
using coffee enemas to flush out the toxins and dead cancer cells from his liver.
“As time passed, I realized one of the basic laws of cancer: Wrong foods caused the malignancy to grow,
while proper foods allowed natural body defences to work and the malignancy was absorbed a little. This is
one reason some people can live so long with cancer, while others succumb very quickly”. Dr Kelley
Soon word got out about Kelley`s miraculous cure and people started flocking to him for cancer cures
instead of going to him with problems about their teeth. He went on to treat over 30,000 people with
cancer.
A Dr. Gonzalez reviewed and interviewed more than 400 of Dr. Kelley’s patients, he concluded that the
treatment worked. Hundreds of people who supposedly had terminal metastatic cancer had lived for five,
10 or more years.
Of course as normally is the case when the American Medical Association found out that a dentist was
curing cancer they tried to close him down. The AMA suspended his dentist licence and threw him in jail
for a short time. He had to carry on his cancer practice in Mexico. Dr. Kelley died in 2005 aged 79.

Dr. Simoncini and Baking Soda
Italian doctor Tullio Simoncini realised what cancer is and how it can be cured. His crime was to discover
that cancer actually is a fungus caused by Candida, a yeast-like organism that lives in the body in small
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